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Completely decarbonising the global economy will require not only 
transforming energy infrastructure, at a cost of trillions of dollars, but 
also retrofitting the built environment, rethinking agricultural best 
practice and reforming transportation systems.1 

 

The carbon emission obligations established under the monumental Paris Agreement of 2015 
have gone largely unfulfilled and are at risk of failing. The manifestation of this failure is already 
being witnessed as global temperatures rise, resulting in warming oceans, shrinking ice caps 
and greater volatility of extreme weather events. Sensing the urgency to attempt to rectify the 
situation, countries are now racing to implement mandates for the development of renewable 
energy assets and the requisite grid enabling infrastructure. These mandates are generating 
demand for renewable energy infrastructure which, in turn, may lead to an opportunity for 
investors. Ultimately, such actions may create attractive financial returns with positive 
environmental and social outcomes. However, the wide diversity of investment opportunities, 
where both winners and losers will arise, highlights the need to navigate with caution, to mitigate 
the potential pitfalls. 

The implications of failing to hit the temperature targets set out in the Paris Agreement could be 
widespread and dramatic, including but not limited to: 

1. Water scarcity, crop failure and rising sea levels have the potential to displace more than 

140 million people in sub-Saharan Africa, south Asia and Latin America.2 

2. Principally through damage to property and infrastructure, lost productivity and mass 

migration climate change has the potential to cost trillions. 

In order to achieve the Paris Agreement target and limit the potential increase in global 
temperatures as shown above, there will be a requirement to undertake significant incremental 
spend on renewable energy. Acceleration of technological, economic and policy drivers is 
expected to require more than $13 trillion3, which will need to be invested in new power 
generation assets by 2050. 77% of this is expected to come from renewables. Wind assets will 
likely collect most of that capital, followed closely by solar.4 

To date, governmental response has been mixed and inadequate. The failure of governments 
may have opened the door for the private sector to step in. Several of the world’s largest asset 
owners are incorporating environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into investment 
decisions, reflecting a growing commitment from the private sector. However, for the proliferation 
of private capital to sustain in the long term, there is a need for greater clarity and consistency.   

The transition toward a more sustainable energy system presents opportunities for investors 
which have both patient capital and the sophistication to understand and underwrite the 
opportunity set. In this short article, we describe what renewable energy assets are and why this 
opportunity has arisen. We finish by discussing the risks that investors should consider prior to 
committing to an investment in renewable energy and the energy transition. 

  

 
1 Source: Reimagining Capitalism in a World on Fire, Rebecca Henderson. 
2 Source: World Bank, Groundswell: Preparing for Internal Climate Migration, 2018. 
3 Source: BloombergNEF, New Energy Outlook 2019. 
4 Source: BloombergNEF, New Energy Outlook 2019. 
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What is renewable energy? 

The power sector generates and transmits electricity to end-users, such as homes and 
businesses, via two main categories: carbon-based sources including coal, oil and natural gas; 
and renewable energy.  

 

The most basic forms of renewable energy generation are solar, wind and hydropower. The 
latter two technologies have been around for centuries. Over the past 10 years, solar and wind 
have been the biggest contributors to the rapid expansion of production capacity and are 
expected to be a driving force behind future growth as well. 

Beyond these three forms of generation, the technology becomes more technical with the 
inclusion of bioenergy, solar thermal, geothermal, green hydrogen and wave technology, as a 
few examples.  

In addition to focusing capital and attention on the forms of generation, there is an investment 
opportunity set focused on renewable-enablement strategies such as grid resiliency, smart 
meters, grid connections, etc., which will be necessary to ensure that the overall energy system 
is adequate to handle the shift from hydrocarbon fuels - which represent more consistent 
generation characteristics - to renewable energy, which has higher levels of intermittency. The 
current energy system is centralised and top-down and will require a bottom-up redesign 
focused on grid architecture. This redesign is a key component of the energy transition which will 
generate investment opportunities for investors, in addition to renewable energy production. 

How is the renewable energy market evolving? 

Boosted by a significant drop in the cost of installing and operating an energy asset over its 
lifetime - often quoted as the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) - in addition to continued 
government support in various markets, the installed capacity of renewable energy has grown 
dramatically over the past 10 years.  

Renewable energy investment, a combination of public and private capital, exceeded $200 
billion for the ninth year in a row. In 2018, new capacity breached the $250 billion mark for the 
fifth year, seeing a combined $2.6 trillion commitment to renewable energy investments and a 
four-fold increase in global renewable energy capacity.5 Solar energy has been the winner during 
that ten year period, with 638 gigawatts (GW) of new power capacity installed. 

This rapid expansion of renewable energy capacity has supported the dramatic decline in the 
cost of technologies as they achieve greater scale. Since 2009, the LCOE for utility-scale solar 
photovoltaic and onshore wind power generation has dropped by a cumulative 89% and 70%, 
respectively.6 After a period of consistent and dramatic declines in cost it would not be an 
unreasonable assumption to expect that costs would stabilise, but that is not the case. 
Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF)7 research group says that the global benchmark 

 
5 Source: Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment 2019, Frankfurt School, published September 2019. 
6 Source: Global Trends in Renewable Energy Investment 2019, Frankfurt School, published September 2019. 
7 Source: BloombergNEF, New Energy Outlook 2019. 
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levelised cost of electricity (LCOE) for onshore wind and utility-scale photovoltaics (PV) has 
fallen 9% and 4%, respectively, since the second half of 2019 - to $44 per megawatt hour (MWh) 
and $50/MWh, respectively. The group predicts that wind and solar will eventually undercut 
commissioned coal and natural gas almost everywhere. 

 

Source: Lazard’s Levelized Cost of Energy Analysis – Version 13.0. 

Whilst the world is currently off track for hitting the Paris Agreement target (see chart below), 
there are positive signs. National and local governments, along with corporations, have made 
their intentions to reduce their carbon footprint clear. Organisations such as RE100 - established 
to bring together major companies (241 signatories currently) committed to sourcing 100% 
renewable electricity and CA40 Cities - a collection of cities around the world have brought much 
needed attention to the issue, which represents an enormous opportunity as renewable pledges 
continue to accelerate. This is giving rise to the so-called Corporate Power Purchase Agreement 
(PPA) – where companies whose business is not related to energy are procuring the electricity 
they use in their business directly from generators, often in order to demonstrate environmental 
credentials. 

 

 

Source: https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/  

 

https://climateactiontracker.org/global/temperatures/
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The ability to source electricity directly from renewable sources, together with achieving long-
term price certainty, has become a key business objective for corporates who are becoming 
increasingly pro-active in setting targets for renewable energy use. This has led to strong growth 
in corporate PPAs in recent years, particularly in the U.S., with major players including Google, 
Apple, Amazon, Unilever and Microsoft. The UK has seen deals from BT, Marks and Spencer, 
Nestle, McDonalds, HSBC, Lloyds and Nationwide Building Society. 

Global brands such as Apple have already achieved 100% renewable energy8 and are now 
focusing their attention on reducing the carbon footprint of their supply chains. This wave of 
interest will persist and deepen, underpinning renewable energy power demand going forward.   

How can investors commit capital to renewable energy? 

We believe the transition to a new energy system will generate a wealth of opportunities within 
the renewable energy and energy transition universe. These opportunities will range from the 
more traditional onshore wind and utility-scale solar to new forms of technology (for example, 
bifacial solar, floating solar and offshore wind) and extensions of traditional assets (for example, 
offshore wind and distributed solar). For investors with the appetite to invest in this infrastructure 
sector, there will be potential to structure portfolios that meet a variety of risk and return 
objectives. To be clear, investors should be mindful of the spectrum, and the assortment of risks 
that these portfolios may induce. Certain geographies are more mature than others whilst others 
are transitioning between eras – for example, the shift to PPAs from government subsidies in 
Europe - and therefore proper due diligence must be undertaken before committing capital to 
renewable energy investments. 

What might investors consider? 

Allocations to renewable energy assets may enhance investor portfolios by generating cash 
yield, providing diversification and serving as a hedge against dislocations amid the transition to 
a lower-carbon economy. Approximately four-fifths of the world’s energy still comes from fossil 
fuels (renewable energy makes up a larger component of electricity generation at 25%). As 
such, investing in climate infrastructure may improve portfolio resiliency amid the transition to a 
lower-carbon economy.9 

Renewable energy assets have historically offered multi-year, inflation-linked, contracted 
cashflows with creditworthy counterparties. Such assets can generate low-volatility cash yield in 
addition to limited correlation with public markets - thereby providing a genuine diversification 
benefit to investor portfolios. 

As with any investment strategy, the benefits need to be considered in the context of the risks. 
The energy transition industry is in a period of rapid growth with a high risk of disruption in the 
form of new technology or competitive pressure. Technologies which appear attractive today 
could be usurped by innovative ones in the future that have the potential to make the former 
obsolete or less profitable. As a result, the strategy is best tackled by investors that are fleet of 
foot in order to navigate the rapid progress achieved in this sector - for an example of this, look 
no further than the dramatic cost reduction of solar power, which has fallen by 89% since 2010. 
To invest in this strategy, a tolerance for constantly changing landscapes will be necessary. 

These are the material risks we believe an investor should consider before making an 
investment:  

1. Market (deflationary pricing pressure, see paragraph below)  

2. Credit (default) 

3. Operational (inefficient generation) 

4. Liquidity (availability of buyers at different asset age tranches) 

5. Technological risk  

6. Political (subsidy removal) 

 

  

 
8 Source: https://www.apple.com/uk/newsroom/2018/04/apple-now-globally-powered-by-100-percent-renewable-energy/) 
9 Source: International Energy Agency, Data and statistics, 12 June 2020. 

https://www.apple.com/uk/newsroom/2018/04/apple-now-globally-powered-by-100-percent-renewable-energy/
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A general risk for investors in renewables is the long-term path of electricity prices. An increased 
supply of power generation assets - encouraged by renewables production targets set by 
national governments or other regulators - may lead to long-term price declines in the price of 
electricity if not met with an increase in demand. Although PPAs or subsidies can help create 
income certainty in the early life of assets, renewables investment requires assumptions about 
the price of electricity in the future. These future electricity prices determine the value of the 
assets after the PPAs or subsidies end, which can be important in determining the total return 
achieved by the investor over the life of the investment. Investors should be diligent in evaluating 
an investment’s exposure to future prices and working with a partner who understands this 
overarching risk. 

Diversification, both in terms of geographic and technological exposure, is an integral component 
of the portfolio structuring process and this holds true when considering an investment in 
renewable energy and the energy transition. Underlying geographies are moving at varying 
speeds with certain markets (for example, the U.S.) further advanced from a penetration point 
than countries in developed Asia. The level of penetration - and the percentage of energy 
required which is imported - should benefit investors, but also could present challenges in terms 
of the ancillary services required for the investment process, including contractors, asset 
managers and financing providers. 

What are the access points for renewable energy? 

Investors can access renewable energy and energy transition opportunities via both the public 
and private markets. Public markets can often offer exposure to an existing portfolio of 
operational assets with the potential to incrementally construct new assets for inclusion in the 
portfolio. Over the past decade, the sector has become more mainstream in the listed equity 
markets. This is due to several of the oil and gas majors announcing carbon reduction plans 
focused on renewable energy or carbon capture, in addition to both public and private energy 
and infrastructure companies expanding their allocation to energy transition investments. The 
expanding ecosystem is necessary for the maturation of the sector and adds credibility to the 
opportunity. 

Alternatively, investors can allocate capital via the private market, which can either focus solely 
on one form of production (for example, solar) or take a diversified approach to creating a 
portfolio of various forms of production (for example, a combination of solar, wind and  
hydropower).  

Given the constraints on direct infrastructure investing, for most institutional investors, we 
believe the most efficient and scalable way to allocate capital to renewable energy assets and 
grid enablement infrastructure will involve investing through private infrastructure funds. From a 
dedicated fund investment perspective, the market is growing dramatically with a broadening 
opportunity set available to investors, which can now choose from global versus regional funds 
and concentrated versus diversified. Historically, however, there have been too few institutional-
quality funds with an exclusive focus on renewable energy. The universe of these types of funds 
is now evolving as experienced and successful energy infrastructure managers sharpen their 
focus on the investment opportunity. There are fund managers in the renewable space which are 
investing capital from their third vintage funds and a collection of first-time fund managers which 
offer unique characteristics compared to their mature peers. Russell Investments is now 
tracking, in various stages, nearly 70 renewable energy funds. Such developments provide 
interesting new opportunities to accelerate the flow of institutional capital in support of climate 
solutions. 

Building (greenfield) versus buying (operational) 

Particularly within the unlisted market, investors have the option to choose how much asset risk 
they would like to take with their capital. In simplistic terms, the decision often boils down to 
whether to build or to buy. Our belief is that top-quality managers can often add value by 
targeting assets in the latter stages of development, where additional return can be unlocked via 
the negotiation of revenue agreements (for example, PPAs) and construction contracts, 
restructuring existing permissions and by efficiently managing the construction process, which 
can range from 12 months to several years. In certain markets, the premium earned by taking on 
this type of risk has compressed to an unattractive level. This means that investors should make 
sure they understand where they deploy capital. 
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Greenfield opportunities  Operational opportunities 

Perceived Benefits Perceived Risks  Perceived Benefits Perceived Risks 

Higher returns Construction risk  Long-term income 
generation 

Retroactive policy risk 

Access to newer 
vintage technology 

Current policy risk  Low correlation to 
other asset classes 

Re-contracting and/or 
merchant curve risk 

 

The significant flow of investment capital focused on long-term contracted income has distorted 
the risk-return balance in certain segments of the operational renewable energy market. 
Renewable energy assets bare varying degrees of credit and longevity/re-contracting risk, which 
is not being scientifically reflected in pricing in this environment. Over time, the expectation is 
that the market will evolve to better reflect these risks, but given the maturity of the market, this 
is not consistently the case today. 

Why is it beneficial to have a global guide? 

Across the globe, the pace of renewable energy penetration is not consistent, which presents 
opportunities and challenges for institutional investors. Putting China to one side, the bulk of 
renewables deployment has taken place in North America and Europe, but we believe the future 
is clearly in Asia. 

 

Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance 2018 New Energy Outlook June 2018. 

The energy transition should be widespread, which we believe will generate a broad-range of 
investment opportunities ranging from renewable energy generation to pure-play infrastructure. 
Whilst there will be a diverse set of strategies that can be prosecuted by investors, the 
underlying focus on upgrading or renovating the energy system – inclusive of a much-needed 
emphasis on grid architecture – will be vital to ensuring our energy system is capable of 
supporting the way that humans will consume energy in the future.  

Investors can benefit greatly from the services of a partner that has experience underwriting 
investments in all the key markets for renewable energy. In particular, we believe a partner 
benefiting from a global platform and a local regional presence will be best placed to identify the 
best-in-class managers, in terms of geography and technological capability. This, in turn, will 
help ensure that an investor is able to create the optimal portfolio from a risk-return perspective. 
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About Russell Investments 

Russell Investments is a leading global investment solutions partner, dedicated to improving people's financial security. 
At Russell Investments, we stand with you, whether you’re an institutional investor, a financial adviser, or an individual 
guided by an adviser’s personalised advice. Our approach brings some of the world’s leading managers and strategies 
together - in a diversified, adaptive and efficient portfolio - aimed at achieving investors' goals. 

For more information 

Call Russell Investments at +44 (0) 20 7024 6000 or 

visit russellinvestments.com 
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